The action of N-methyl-N-nitrosourea on non-established human cell lines in vitro. II. Non-random distribution of chromatid aberrations in diploid and Down's cells.
Chromatid gaps, breaks and aberrations involved in interchanges induced by N-methyl-N-nitrosourea (MNU) were found non-randomly distributed on individual chromosomes and chromosome segments (G bands) both in human diploid fibroblasts with trisomy 21 cultured in vitro. Aberration events were located exclusively in pale G bands. Considering cells in the first post-treatment mitosis, the pattern of aberration distribution, as revealed by the position of hot spots, varied with recovery time and was different in diploid and Down's cells. In comparison with diploid cells, the X chromosomes of Down's cells were not involved in aberrations. Despite the higher aberration frequencies of Down's cells, the number of hot spots and the proportion of aberrations located in hot spots were not increased in this cell type. Therefore, the increased chromosomal sensitivity to MNU of Down's cells does not reflect an increased sensitivity of special chromosomes or chromosome sites.